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Abstract

Mainstream Video-Language Pre-training (VLP) mod-
els [10, 26, 64] consist of three parts, a video encoder, a
text encoder, and a video-text fusion Transformer. They
pursue better performance via utilizing heavier unimodal
encoders or multimodal fusion Transformers, resulting in
increased parameters with lower efficiency in downstream
tasks. In this work, we for the first time introduce an end-
to-end VLP model, namely all-in-one Transformer, that em-
beds raw video and textual signals into joint representations
using a unified backbone architecture. We argue that the
unique temporal information of video data turns out to be
a key barrier hindering the design of a modality-agnostic
Transformer. To overcome the challenge, we introduce a
novel and effective token rolling operation to encode tem-
poral representations from video clips in a non-parametric
manner. The careful design enables the representation
learning of both video-text multimodal inputs and unimodal
inputs using a unified model. Our pre-trained all-in-one
Transformer is transferred to various downstream video-
text tasks after fine-tuning, including text-video retrieval,
video-question answering, multiple choice and video cap-
tioning. State-of-the-art performances with the minimal
model FLOPs on ten datasets demonstrate the superior-
ity of our method compared to the competitive counter-
parts. The code and pretrained models are available at
https://github.com/showlab/all-in-one.

1. Introduction
Science advances rather steadily for most of the time,

but sometimes has a disruptive episode, where “an older
paradigm is replaced in whole or in part by an incompat-
ible new one.” [24] In this regard, Video-Language Pre-
training (VLP) models have recently experienced steady
progress, where joint representations are generally pro-
duced with a multimodal fusion network after extracting
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Figure 1. Compare to mainstream video-language pre-training
methods. (a). Conventional methods [3, 10, 26, 64] use deep fea-
tures from separate encoders before fusion. The fusion layer can
be light [3] or heavy [10,26,64]. (b). Ours All-in-one Transformer
learns video and text joint representations end-to-end from their
raw inputs. We also support fast retrieval by feeding unimodal in-
puts during inference. (c). Comparison of FLOPs and retrieval
performance on MSRVTT [53]. Our All-in-one brings excellent
results with modest computational cost.

the visual and language features through unimodal encoders
[10,26,50,64]. We are here to break it and replace them with
“an incompatible new one” that has NO unimodal encoders.

The pre-train and then fine-tune scheme, has become
a standard paradigm to learn transferable video-language
representations for a wide range of downstream video-text
tasks [6, 15, 52, 52, 53, 61]. Mainstream methods attempt to
boost the pre-training in two ways: i. adopting more expen-
sive video/text encoders to obtain more powerful unimodal
features [3, 10] ii. designing heavier fusion networks to en-
hance the association between modalities [61, 64].

Instead of following these trends, we fundamentally re-
think design decisions and develop the simplest and most
lightweight architecture that learns video-language repre-
sentations from their raw inputs in an end-to-end manner.
Our model does not need any unimodal encoders (e.g., ob-
ject detector in [64] or ResNet visual encoder in [26]) or
complex fusion layers, but embeds visual and text signals in
a unified manner, termed as All-in-one Transformer in our
paper. Our design is inspired by recent studies [1, 21, 37]
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that perform multimodal pre-training under the presump-
tion that Transformer can process visual data in the same
way as it processes text. However, our work is not the
straightforward application of them. It is not trivial how to
embed videos for our unified Transformer due to the unique
challenge of modeling temporal information without adding
much computational cost.

Existing works model temporal information by de-
signing temporal attention layers [3] or using temporal-
aware visual encoders (e.g., 3D convnets in [64] or Video
Swin [36] in [10]). We cannot simply use them in our
unified All-in-one Transformer because they are modality-
dependent and computationally too expensive. To address
this issue, we design a novel, effective, and efficient method
to model temporal information. Our model only needs three
frames per video clip, which is much lower than other mod-
els (e.g., 16 [26] or 32 [1]) but can achieve the comparable
performance to them. Nevertheless, we are still not satis-
fied with the computational cost in the self-attention layer.
To further reduce the computational cost, we propose the
temporal token rolling operation, which is a cyclic atten-
tion between small proportions of the visual tokens in each
frame (Fig. 3-right). This is much more efficient than a
naive self-attention approach on flattened tokens (Fig. 3-
bottom). Furthermore, our modality-agnostic design en-
ables us to use our pre-trained model as a powerful uni-
modal feature extractor by feeding only video or text in-
puts. This can significantly reduce the computational cost
for retrieval task because we can simply compute the co-
sine similarity of texts and videos soon after the pretraining,
eliminating the need for training additional fusion module
of projecting the disjoint text and visual features into a com-
mon space (Fig. 1-b). Taken together, our All-in-one archi-
tecture achieves much less FLOPs and better text-to-video
performance than previous work (Fig. 1-c), despite the fact
that we use the same pre-training objectives [10, 26].

Contributions. (1) We introduce the simplest, most
lightweight, and most efficient video-language model,
namely All-in-one Transformer, which is the first to capture
video-language representations from the raw visual and tex-
tual signals end-to-end in a unified backbone architecture.
(2) We elucidate and tackle the difficulties of applying a
unified and shared backbone for multimodal video and text
data, that is, how to properly process the unique temporal
information of videos. A novel temporal token rolling op-
eration is proposed to capture the temporal representations
of sparsely sampled frames without any extra parameters or
increasing time complexity. (3) We propose a success prac-
tical to overcome the slow retrieval of one-stream model and
explore how to cotrain the image and video data together in
better ways. (4) Comprehensive experiments on five down-
stream video-text tasks of eleven datasets fully demonstrate
the superiority of our pre-trained All-in-one Transformer on

both effectiveness and efficiency compared to recent main-
stream methods [3, 10, 26].

2. Related Work
Video-Language Pre-training. Pre-training on large-scale
video-text pairs and fine-tuning on specific downstream
tasks gradually become the standard paradigm in the video-
language domain. Pre-trained models show strong transfer
ability in a series of popular downstream video-language
tasks including Text-to-Video Retrieval [6,53], Video Ques-
tion Answering [15, 52], and Visual Storytelling [61]. Pre-
vious approaches [43,58,64] leverage offline video and text
features extracted from off-the-shelf visual and language
backbones. Some recent methods [3, 26, 33, 55] have at-
tempted to train models in an end-to-end fashion but still
rely on well-trained visual encoders for feature extraction.
In addition, these works mainly pre-train models on the
image-text datasets, like Google Conceptual Captions [42]
and Visual genome [23], and fine-tune the pre-trained mod-
els for downstream video-language tasks. In this work,
we try to challenge this paradigm and explore an effec-
tive strategies for pre-training on pure large-scale video-text
benchmarks with only one network, and adapt our approach
to various video-language downstream tasks.
Temporal Modeling in Video Understanding. Tempo-
ral modeling is a fundamental yet challenging topic in
video representation learning. Several classic ideas includ-
ing sparse sampling [49], 3D-type operations [5, 36] are
proposed for temporal modeling in both convolution and
Transformer architectures. 3D-type temporal modeling like
Timesformer [4] is extremely time-consuming because of
the increasing number of sampled frames, which can be
disastrous for large-scale pre-training techniques. Sparse
sampling along the temporal dimension, a type of data aug-
mentation proposed in TSN [49], has been widely adopted
to train video backbones. Based on this, more related
works [31, 50] try to shift channels among different frames
for temporal modeling in action recognition. Inspired by
these works, we try to roll video tokens for better alignment
between modalities. This work focuses on parameter-free
temporal modeling based on sparsely sampled frames with-
out heavy 3D-type operation.
Unified Architecture Design for Multimodal Data. Re-
cently the unified model, which is capable of processing ei-
ther unimodal or multimodal inputs with a shared encoder,
has attracted a lot of attention. VATT [1] and Merlot Re-
serve [60] trains a shared transformer with unimodal in-
puts to process Video, Audio, and Text via multimodal con-
trastive learning. Omnivore [13] converts the image, video,
and single-view 3D modalities into embeddings that are fed
into a Transformer model and trains the model with multi-
task learning, which focuses on image/video/scene classi-
fication. In image-text pre-training, the early work Unimo
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Figure 2. Model overview. Our model is simple, efficient, and
based on the commonly-used ViT [8], where our additional pa-
rameters are only in the light text tokenizer and the task heads.
Since the ViT cannot model the temporal information, we also in-
troduce a parameter-free temporal token rolling layer before each
self-attention block.

[29] solves both understanding and generation tasks with
cross-modal contrastive learning. UFO [47] also uses con-
trastive learning and employs a momentum teacher to guide
the pre-training of an image-text shared encoder, which in-
curs large computational costs. Based on cross-modal con-
trastive learning, our work can also process unimodal inputs
and perform retrieval tasks in a dual-stream manner, which
is very efficient. To the best of our knowledge, All-in-one
Transformer is the first unified network for VLP.

3. Method
We propose All-in-one Transformer, a generic frame-

work that enables end-to-end learning on video and lan-
guage data, by learning joint representations directly from
raw video pixels and raw text tokens, instead of the deeper
feature from two separate deep embedders. All-in-one has
a succinct architecture as a Video-Language Pre-training
(VLP) model with a parameter-free temporal modeling
layer. In model design, we make the pipeline as simple as
possible so that the model can be used almost out of the box.

3.1. Unified Video-language Transformer

Fig.2 gives an overview of All-in-one framework, it
mainly contains three parts: Video and Text Tokenizer, N
Transformer blocks and a pretext head. For each video, All-
in-one uses a sparse sampling strategy with S segments (one
frame per segment) at each training step, rather than full-
length videos. The sampled video clip and text are inputted
into the same Transformer, as described below.

Video & Text Tokenizer. The video tokenizer slices an
input video into patches, maps the patches into tokens with
a linear projection, and adds learnable spatio-temporal po-
sition embeddings. The text tokenizer similarly maps the
words into tokens with a word embedding layer. Follow-
ing common practices [21, 26], we also add modality type
embeddings to distinguish the token of video or texts.

Cross-modality Fusion. The All-in-one fuses the text
and video tokens using the N transformer blocks as fol-
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Figure 3. The token rolling vs. flatten. By simply rolling tokens,
the text tokens can also see tokens from different frame in the same
time. But the computation complex for Self-attention of Token
Rolling is only one third of Flatten.

lows. It concatenates the text and vision tokens of each
frame as z0 = [t̂; v̂]. It then feeds the z0 into the N Trans-
former blocks, where each block consists of a temporal To-
ken Rolling layer, a multi-head self-attention layer, and a
multilayer perceptron, whose weights are initialized from
pre-trained ViT [8] or DeiT [45]. Formally, for d = 1...N ,

zd−1
r = TTR(zd−1),

zd = MLP(MSA(zd−1
r )),

(1)

where MSA means multiheaded self-attention, MLP is
multilayer perceptron and TTR is short for Temporal Token
Rolling Module, which aims to learn temporal information.

3.2. Temporal Token Rolling

Motivation. In VLP, the common way to model the tem-
poral information is to add additional time attention lay-
ers [3] in the vision encoder or to use the feature from a
deep off-the-shelf video encoder [10, 64] (e.g, VideoSwin
[36]). However, these techniques are particularly designed
for video and thus cannot be applied to process text signals,
as well as bringing a large amount of additional parameters.
For example, simply adding one temporal attention layer
to each block of the Transformer will increase the model’s
parameters from 86M to 121.7M (an increase of 42%) [4].
Thus, we cannot use these techniques in our unified frame-
work in an affordable way, so we turn to finding new ways
to learn temporal information with modest parameters.

Approach. A straightforward approach, denoted as
“Flatten”, is to concatenate video and text tokens together
and flatten into one tensor, which will be fed into the self-
attention blocks. Given a text token of length m and a video
token of length S × n, we show the flatten version in Fig.3.
However, as the self-attention layer has quadratic complex-
ity, the computation cost will be O((m+ Sn)2), about S2

times more than 1-frame All-in-one1.To reduce the com-
putational cost, we exchange information for different time

1The length of text tokens m is much smaller than video tokens n
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Figure 4. Text to video attention weight distribution over to-
kens: The Temporal Token Rolling layer causes text tokens to fo-
cus more on rolled tokens, contrasting with prior centric attention.

segments using only a small part of tokens. The proposed
Token Rolling module is described in the right of Fig.3. To-
kens at varying timestamps are represented by different col-
ors in each row. A portion of tokens is rolled by 1 along the
temporal dimension, while others remain unchanged. Self-
attention is calculated for each m + n token, treating them
all identically. In this way, we reduce the computational
complexity to O(S(m+ n)2), around 1

S of the Flatten.
Discussion. Our method takes advantage of Token

Rolling, gradually modeling long-time dependencies be-
tween texts and videos in deeper layers, which helps to learn
better video-text alignment. We visualize the density of the
cross-modality attention weight between text and video to-
kens in Fig. 4. For each text token, we compute the sim-
ilarity by dot product to reveal its corresponding highly-
weighted video tokens. The baseline in the figure is All-
in-one without rolling layers. Interestingly, we observe that
text tokens in the baseline are severely biased to the centric
visual tokens, having much more attention than others. This
implies that objects appear mainly in the center of images.
Our Temporal Token Rolling makes these rolled tokens con-
tribute more to the attention value, which demonstrates that
these tokens carry richer information.

3.3. Training Objectives

3.3.1 Pre-training

We pre-train All-in-one with two commonly used objectives
to train VLP models: video-text matching (VTM) [26] and
masked language modeling (MLM) [7].

Video-text Matching. Given a paired video-text input,
we randomly replace the paired video with a different video
with the probability of 0.5 and ask the model to distinguish
them. For the cls token of the last block, a single linear layer
VTM head projects tokens to logits over binary classes. We
compute the negative log-likelihood loss as our VTM loss.

Masked Language Modeling. MLM [7] aims to pre-
dict the ground truth labels of masked text tokens from the
remaining text and video tokens. Following common prac-
tices [7,21], we randomly mask text tokens with a probabil-
ity of 0.15 and model it as a classification task.

Figure 5. The retrieval pipeline for VTM score and our BVTC.
Our BVTC significantly reduces the computation cost from O(k ∗
l) to O(k + l).

3.3.2 BVTC for fast downstream retrieval

Vision-text Contrastive loss has shown great success for ef-
ficient retrieval task of dual-stream models,which encode
image and text independently [16,40]. However, this objec-
tive cannot transfer to one-stream models easily because the
input of these models are the joint of vision and text. For
these models, the common way to do retrieval is to measure
vision-text pairwise matching scores, which is very slow
and cannot be applied to large-scale retrieval [29, 30]. To
overcome the disadvantage of the low retrieval efficiency of
one-stream models, we introduce a new paradigm to utilize
a contrastive loss for retrieval.

Backbone-shared Video-text Contrastive Loss. As
shown in Fig. 5, we input video and text independently to
the shared encoder to obtain high-level features for video-
text pairs. We then feed these features into a modality-
specific projection head to project them into the shared em-
bedding space. Following common practice [3,46], we use a
symmetric (both text-to-video and video-to-text) contrastive
loss based on these features. When doing retrieval tasks, we
only need to extract unimodal features once, which signif-
icantly reduces the computational cost. More discussion is
reported in the supplementary material.

3.4. Image Video Co-Training

Since image datasets often provide more comprehensive
and fine-grained annotations than video datasets, we use
both image and video datasets. Inspired by recent studies in
action recognition that demonstrates a unified Transformer
model can be extended to both image and video classifica-
tion tasks [37, 63], we propose to leverage both image and
video data to train All-in-one jointly.

The naive solution is to change the training pipeline with
a minimal modification by considering an image as a single-
frame video [13, 37]. However, we experimentally find that
this simple solution damages the learning of temporal infor-
mation and leads to unstable training (refer to supplemen-
tary material for more discussion). In this work, we propose
a balanced sampling co-training strategy. Specifically, we
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sample a half of image-text samples and a half of video-text
samples for each batch. Then, we pass the images to the
self-attention block directly. For video-text pairs, the input
is first fed into the Temporal Token Rolling Layer and then
each self-attention block. In contrast to previous work [63],
we use a shared pretext head for both image and video. The
weighted loss for co-training over both image and videos
samples is computed as:

Lct =
∑
i

wi
videoL(yivideo) +

∑
j

wj
imageL(y

j
image), (2)

where wimage means the weight for the image and wvideo

for the video. We also analyze the other variations of co-
training strategies in the supplementary material and show
the superiority of our balanced sampling co-training.

Model Embed Dim #Heads #Params Throughput

All-in-one-Ti 192 3 12M 745
All-in-one-S 384 6 33M 285
All-in-one-B 768 12 110M 89

Table 1. Variants of our All-in-one architecture. Embed Dim is
short for Embedding Dimension. The throughput is measured for
videos at a resolution of 224×224. We use All-in-one-B as default
without specific explanation.

Figure 6. The parameters & performance over eleven down-
stream datasets with the varying of model size. The origin point
represent All-in-one-Ti.

3.5. Setup

To explore model scalability, we use large-scale Webvid-
2.5M [3], HowTo100M [39] and YT-Temporal 180M [61]
for Pre-training. For Image and Video Co-training, we
adopt additional image dataset CC3M [42]. We evalu-
ate All-in-one on four popular downstream video-language
tasks: text-to-video retrieval, video question answer-
ing, multiple-choice, video captioning across 9 different
datasets. We also transfer our model to video action recog-
nition. We also provide extensive ablation studies to ana-
lyze the key factors that contribute to All-in-one’s success,
with insights and qualitative results.

3.5.1 Model Variants.

When considering the generality of All-in-one, we consider
using three configurations based on ViT [8] and DeiT [45],
as summarized in Tab. 1. To simplify, we use the brief
notation to indicate the model size: for instance, All-in-one-
B/16 means the “Base” variant with 16×16 input patch size.
We varying the model size from tiny to base. Following
ViLT [21], we use the bert-base-uncased tokenizer [7] to
tokenize text inputs. For input video, we random sample 3
frames and resize each frame to 224× 224.

3.5.2 Pre-training & Fine-tuning.

Considering YT-Temporal 180M [61] partially overlaps
with HowTo100M [39], we pre-train on WebVid2.5M +
Howto100M by default. If the model is trained with addi-
tional YT-Temporal 180M, we named it as All-in-one *. For
All-in-one+, we pre-train on WebVid2.5M, HowTo100M,
and CC3M as default. When we train All-in-one+ on more
datasets, we also list the datasets for reference. We refer
readers to supplementary for more pre-training details.

3.6. Downstream Tasks Settings

All-in-one is evaluated on five video-language tasks:
text-to-video retrieval, video question answering, multiple-
choice, captioning, and action recognition across 10
datasets. We also provide extensive ablation studies to ana-
lyze the key factors that contribute to All-in-one’s success,
with insights and qualitative results. We refer readers to
supplementary material for the datasets and evaluation set-
ting for downstream tasks.

4. Main Results
We extensively evaluate the capabilities of All-in-one on

a wide range of downstream tasks as a pretrained foundation
model. We mainly consider core tasks of two categories
that examine (1) video-text understanding capabilities, (2)
video-text alignment, and (3) video captioning and action
recognition capabilities. Fig. 6 summarizes the perfor-
mance on key benchmarks of All-in-one compared to other
foundation models. In addition, we also transfer our model
to more downstream image-text tasks (refer to supplemen-
tary for more details).

4.1. Multimodal Understanding Tasks

4.1.1 Video-question Answering.

In this experiment, we compare three variations of our All-
in-one to state-of-the-art methods from the literature. For
multiple-choice VQA, we evaluate our All-in-one on two
sub splits of TGIF-QA and report the result in Tab. 2. We
find All-in-one especially good at this type of VQA. With
only 1 frame input, our All-in-one-B outperforms previous
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Method Nets Params Pre-training Data Frames Action Transition FrameQA

Heterogeneous [9] T+V+LSTM - - 35 73.9 77.8 53.8
HCRN [25] T+V+LSTM - - 16 75.0 81.4 55.9
QueST [17] T+V+LSTM - - 16 75.9 81.0 59.7

ClipBERT [26] T+V+CE 137M COCO + Visual Genome 1× 1 82.9 87.5 59.4
VIOLET [10] T+V+CE 198M CC3M + WebVid2.5M 16 87.1 93.6 -

All-in-one-Ti CE 12M WebVid2.5M + HowTo100M 3 80.6 83.5 53.9
All-in-one-B CE 110M WebVid2.5M + HowTo100M 1 92.9 94.2 62.5
All-in-one-B+ CE 110M CC3M + WebVid 3 94.4(7.3↑) 94.5(0.9↑) 66.4(7.0↑)
All-in-one-B+ CE 110M CC3M + WebVid2.5M + HowTo100M 3 96.3(9.2↑) 95.5(1.9↑) 67.3 (7.9↑)

All-in-one-B [384] CE 110M WebVid2.5M + HowTo100M 3 94.7 95.1 65.4
All-in-one-B * CE 110M CC3M + WebVid2.5M + YT-Temporal180M 3 95.5 94.7 66.3

(a) Three sub-tasks on TGIF-QA test set (the first row are methods w/o. pre-training). “T” refers to text encoder, “V” is video encoder and “CE” is cross-
modality encoder. 384 means the resolution is 384× 384 for each frame while the default is 224× 224.

Method Frames Accuracy

Heterogeneous [9] 35 33.0
ClipBERT [26] 4× 2 37.4
VIOLET [10] 16 43.1
GIT [48] 6 43.2
FrozenBiLM [57] 10 47.0

All-in-one-S 3 39.5
All-in-one-B 3 42.9 (0.2↓)
All-in-one-B+ 3 44.6 (1.5↑)

All-in-one-B * 3 46.8

(b) MSRVTT-QA test set.

Method Frames Accuracy

QueST [17] 10 36.1
HCRN [25] 16 36.1
SSML [2] 16 35.1
CoMVT [41] 30 42.6
Just-Ask † [56] 32 46.3

All-in-one-S 3 41.7
All-in-one-B 3 46.5 (0.2↑)
All-in-one-B+ 3 48.2 (1.9↑)

All-in-one-B * 3 48.3

(c) MSVD-QA test set.

Method Frames Accuracy

PAMN [19] 32 66.3
Multi-task [18] 16 66.2
STAGE [27] 16 70.5
CA-RN [12] 32 68.9
MSAN [20] 40 70.4

All-in-one-S 3 63.5
All-in-one-B 3 69.8
All-in-one-B+ 3 71.5

All-in-one-B * 3 72.0

(d) TVQA val set.

Table 2. Comparison with state-of-the-art methods on VQA. The columns with gray color are open-ended VQA and the others are
multiple-choice VQA. † means use additional large-scale VQA dataset HowToVQA60M [56] for pre-training. ⋆ means pre-training with
additional YT-Temporal180M [61]. The parameter of FrozenBiLM [3] is 890M, eight times larger than All-in-one-B+.

Method Frames MSRVTT LSMDC

JSFusion [59] 40 83.4 73.5
ActBERT [64] 32 85.7 -
ClipBERT [26] 8× 2 88.2 -
MERLOT [61] 8 - 81.7
VIOLET [10] 16 - 82.9

All-in-one-B 3 91.4 83.1
All-in-one-B+ 3 91.9 (3.8↑) 83.9 (1.0↑)

All-in-one-B+ (zero-shot) 3 82.2 58.1

Table 3. Comparison with state-of-the-art methods on
multiple-choice task.

Method Parameters #Frames Zero-shot Fine-tune

Frozen [3] 232M 8 32.47 60.32
VATT † [1] 264M 3 27.34 59.44

All-in-one-B 110M 3 36.52 65.89

Table 4. The multiple-choice result on first-view ego-4d. †
means our implementation.

VIOLET [10] about 5.8% on the Action subset. Interest-
ingly, we find more frames do not benefit Action and Tran-
sition split but FrameQA. We also report the result of All-
in-one on the three open-ended datasets. Even though Just-
Ask [56] is specifically designed for VQA and pre-trained
on a large-scale HowToVQA69M, our method still achieves
a similar even better result than Just-Ask on MSVD-QA.

4.1.2 Multiple-choice.

Tab. 3 shows that All-in-one improves the ClipBERT model
by 3.2% on accuracy, on MSRVTT multiple-choice test
task. We also report the zero-shot results for comparison
and find that zero-shot accuracy already close to JSFusion
[59] in MSRVTT multiple-choice with only three frames as
input.

Extending to Egocentric Video. Ego4d [14] is a ego-
centric dataset that has a large domain gap with our third-
view video from Youtube. We test multiple-choice (5 op-
tions) tasks on this dataset. We report both the zero-shot
result and fine-tune result in Tab. 4. Comparing with other
multiple-choice benchmarks such as LSMDC and MSR-
VTT, this dataset is more challenge and hards to tell sample
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Method Nets PT Data Params Flops Frames 9K Train 7K Train
R@1 R@5 R@10 R@1 R@5 R@10

ClipBERT [26] T+V+CE COCO + Visual Genome 137M 183.2G 8× 2 - - - 22.0 46.8 59.9
TACo [58] T+V+CE HowTo100M 212M 140.5G 48 28.4 57.8 71.2 24.8 52.1 64.0
VIOLET [10] T+V+CE CC3M + WebVid2.5M 198M 351.4G 16 34.5 63.0 73.4 - - -
CLIP-ViP [54] T+V+CE WIT300M+HD-VILA-100M - 225.1G 12 50.1 74.8 84.6 - - -
Frozen [3] T+V CC3M + WebVid2.5M 232M 217.3G 8 31.0 59.5 70.5 - - -
OA-Trans [46] T+O+V CC3M + WebVid2.5M 232M 217.3G 8 35.8 63.4 76.5 32.1 61.0 72.9
MILES [11] T+V CC3M + WebVid2.5M 295M 771.0G 4 37.7 63.6 73.8 - - -

All-in-one-B CE HowTo100M 110M 58.7G 3 29.5 63.3 71.9 26.5 59.4 69.8

All-in-one-B+ CE CC3M + WebVid2.5M 110M 58.7G 3 39.7 67.8 76.1 35.9 66.1 75.1
All-in-one-B+ CE + HowTo100M 110M 58.7G 3 41.8 68.5 76.7 37.3 66.4 75.6

(a) The retrieval performance on MSR-VTT 9K and 7K training split. For Nets, “O” is object extractor. Notice that COCO [34], CC3M [42]) and Visual
Genome are all image-text datasets, which are not suitable for temporal modeling during pre-training.

Method Frames R@1 R@5 R@10 MdR

Dense [22] 32 14.0 32.0 - 34.0
FSE [62] 16 18.2 44.8 - 7.0
HSE [62] 8 20.5 49.3 - -
ClipBERT [26] 4× 2 20.9 48.6 62.8 6.0

All-in-one-B 3 21.5 50.3 65.5 6.0
All-in-one-B+ 3 22.4 53.7 67.7 5.0

(b) ActivityNet Caption val1 set.

Method Frames R1 R5 R10 MdR

FSE [62] 16 13.9 36.0 - 11.0
CE [35] 16 16.1 41.1 - 8.3
ClipBERT [26] 8× 2 20.4 48.0 60.8 6.0
Frozen [3] 8 31.0 59.8 72.4 3.0

All-in-one-B 3 31.2 60.5 72.1 3.0
All-in-one-B+ 3 32.7 61.4 73.5 3.0

(c) DiDeMo test set.

Table 5. Comparison with state-of-the-art methods on text-to-video retrieval. We gray out dual-stream networks that only do retrieval
tasks. Notice that OA-Trans [46] uses additional offline object features.

apart with static cues only, but our All-in-one still outper-
forms Frozen [3] clearly with half the parameters and less
frames. With same pretrain data, our method also outpe-
forms VATT [1] clearly.

Figure 7. Cloze evaluation: Given a video and masked text pair,
the model fills masked words and displays their corresponding
high-attention patch. These samples are randomly selected from
the Webvid [3] dataset’s validation set.

4.2. Video-text Alignment Task

4.2.1 Text-to-video Retrieval.

In this experiment, we fine-tune All-in-one on MSRVTT,
ActivityNet Caption, and DiDeMo datasets. Tab. 5 sum-
marizes results on text-to-video retrieval. In Tab. 5(a), All-
in-one achieves significant performance gain over existing
methods on MSRVTT retrieval in both 9K and 7K train set-
tings. Compare with these related works, we only use one
Cross-modality Encoder and the parameter is half of the
Frozen [3]. All-in-one even leads to 2.1% relative improve-
ment on R@1 when compare with OA-Trans [46], which
use additional offline object feature and only focus on re-
trieval. When adopt to LSMDC and DiDeMo dataset, our
method also show competitive performance.

4.3. Video Captioning and Action Recognition

4.3.1 Video Captioning.

Follow SwinBERT [32], we add a light Language Model-
ing Head [7] on top of All-in-one. For fair comparison,
we compare with related pre-training works on TVC and
YouCook2 datasets in Tab. 7. We observe All-in-one out-
performs ActBert in terms of CIDEr metric by a large mar-
gin on YouCook2. All-in-one even leads to better result on
TVC which use additional text script as input. These re-
sults showcase the generative capability of All-in-one as an
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Method Parameters #Frames K400 HMDB51 UCF101
Top-1 Top-5 Top-10 Top-1 Top-5 Top-10 Top-1 Top-5 Top-10

MIL-NCE [38] 157M 32 - - - 53.1 87.2 92.8 82.7 - -
Frozen [3] 232M 8 50.5 80.7 90.2 54.3 88.0 94.8 81.3 94.3 96.2
VATT † [1] 264M 3 44.3 75.2 87.3 43.1 75.5 90.5 77.6 86.4 90.9

All-in-one-B 110M 3 49.8 79.8 90.7 51.9 84.1 93.4 81.1 93.8 95.5
All-in-one-B 110M 8 52.4 83.2 92.9 54.7 88.2 95.2 82.8 95.1 96.9
All-in-one-B+ (Not Shared) 110M 8 53.2 83.5 92.7 55.2 89.1 95.8 84.1 95.7 97.8
All-in-one-B+ (Shared) 110M 8 51.4 78.5 89.9 53.1 87.1 93.2 82.0 94.0 96.0

Table 6. The linear probe results on action recognition benchmarks over kinetics 400, hmdb51 and UCF101 datasets. Notice that
not shared means two pre-text heads are not shared for image-text and video-text pairs, and the video-text head are used for fine-tuning.

TVC YouCook2

Method B4 M C B4 M C

VideoBERT [44] - - - 4.3 11.9 55.0
ActBERT [64] - - - 5.4 13.3 65.0
VALUE [28] 11.6 17.6 50.5 12.4 18.8 130.3

All-in-one-B 11.3 19.2 54.3 10.7 13.5 109.4
All-in-one-B+ 12.5 20.4 56.3 11.2 13.9 114.5

Table 7. Video captioning results on the test split of TVC and
YouCook2. We gray out VALUE which use both Video and subti-
tle sentences from the original TV show scripts modality for input
while the others only use Video modality.

video-text foundation model.

4.3.2 Action Recognition via Linear Probe.

To evaluate the transfer ability of our model on the single-
modality task. We transfer the learned representation to
downstream linear probe results on K400, UCF101 and
HMDB51 datasets. Specifically, we frozen the overall uni-
fied model and only learn linear layers based on the cls to-
ken of the last layer. By pre-training model on these two
datasets, we compare the base model with Time Average
and the previous pre-training method Frozen.

The linear probe results are given in Tab. 6. We ob-
serve the number of frames has a large impact on this task.
When adopting the same 8 frames, our All-in-one-B clearly
outperforms Frozen [3] especially on the large-scale K400
dataset. We also outperform MIL-NCE [38] clearly on
UCF101 and HMDB51 datasets. Interestingly, we find the
model have more stable results on this temporal-related task
if we train two pre-text heads independently for image-text
and video-text inputs . But there have no large difference
for both shared or not shared for other tasks.

5. Visualization
To better understand the pre-trained All-in-one, we ana-

lyze its internal representations. Specifically, given paired
ground truth text and raw video, we mask some keywords

(both verb and nouns) and ask the model to predict these
masked words and further find out which video patch has
strong correlations with the masked words. We use optimal
transports [51] to calculate the correlation between video
and text. We only show the attention weight that is larger
than the given threshold and give some examples of cross-
modal alignment in Fig. 7. We find the model can predict
correct nouns and verbs in most cases. Sometimes, it pre-
dicts the wrong word but with a similar meaning to the cor-
rect word. e.g. “guy” and “man”. Benefiting from temporal
modeling, we also find that the model attends to the motion
regions for verbs like “waving” and “walking”.

6. Conclusions & Future Work

In this paper, we present the first unified end-to-end
Video-Language Pre-training (VLP) architecture with raw
video and text as input, All-in-one. All-in-one is able to
compete with contemporaries who are equipped with addi-
tional robust off-the-shelf video visual embedding networks
and shows potential for the future by learning just one cross-
modality fusion network. Instead of solely concentrating on
heavier single-modality embedders or larger fusion models,
we expect that the VLP community would place more em-
phasis on lightweight end-to-end modal interactions within
Transformer modules. Although these preliminary find-
ings are promising, this novel approach to unified video-
language interaction also poses additional difficulties, par-
ticularly with regard to fine-grained word region matching.
Additionally, the temporal modeling has yet to be com-
pletely investigated, and we hope the usage of All-in-one
for other single-modality tasks in future research.
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